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1. CALL FOR AND PURPOSE OF THE GATHERING 

Oshkopimatizeek Youth Mentorship Gathering 

A GATHERING OF SHARING & MENTORSHIP  

Indigenous Elders Mentor the Leaders of the New Generation 

The Turtle Lodge made a call to Young People ages 18-25 (flexible) of all cultures in hope that they would 

listen and be responsive to the knowledge and wisdom of the Indigenous Elders in this special four-day 

gathering of ceremony, sharing, teachings and discussion, following traditional protocols.  This special 

gathering was held in a sacred place, the Turtle Lodge, in what is regarded as the geographic centre of the 

continent called Turtle Island, from December 19-22, 2011. The gathering ended on the night of the Winter 

Solstice with staying up all night to invoke blessing of the common vision and initiatives Youth and Elders 

came to agreement on, and the greeting of the New Sun. 

 

Traditionally Indigenous people have always gone into ceremony to celebrate what is considered the 

longest night – the Winter Solstice.  It has always been a time when we have given of ourselves 

spiritually and prepared to greet the New Sun, with intentions of living vision that is anchored to Spirit 

– Vision that has a spiritual foundation. 

So much has been lost because we have not allowed sacred law to be the foundation of how we should 

live and behave as a human family.  Prophecy foretold that we would come forward as Indigenous 

people in the time of the arrival of a New Life, to share the richness of a belief system that connects us 

to the Spirit and to everything in Nature that is alive. At the heart of Anishnabe belief, the Seven 
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Teachings are applicable to all humanity; and can be the lasting foundation upon which a peaceful 

world can be built. 

When we greet the New Sun it is in acknowledgement of our commitment to support the New Life. 

It is with belief in our prophecy that we made this invitation to the Young People, who will be in the forefront 

of bringing a greater understanding of human existence, through the mentorship, inspiration and wisdom of 

the Indigenous Elders of Turtle Island. 

 

The event was recorded, and outcomes will be shared with the public through a variety of media. Most 

importantly, the Youth were presented with the opportunity to be mentored by Elders, following the traditional 

ways of our people.  It was a gathering that had a strong foundation of ceremony.  The protocols of the Lodge 

were followed, as the gathering was led by the Elders.  Youth were provided with the opportunity to gain 

insights that could not be taught at any university; and the first-hand benefit of knowledge from Elders who 

have spent their whole lives earning traditional knowledge. 

The Young people were there to gain an introduction to the foundation they need – one based on our 

traditional spiritual and Earth-based values as Indigenous people, which will offer them a good grounding in 

whatever path they choose in the nurturing and the development of their unique gifts. 

There was engagement of, mentorship and sharing by everyone.  It is hoped that the Young People would 

share their concerns and knowledge.  What was important in the gathering was the final night, when through 

discussions, there was agreement on a collective Vision that reflects our unity and common purpose.  Out of 

the Vision we will define some definitive actions whereby the Youth will begin to act as the agents of change 
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that will support the New Life, 

mentored by the Elders.  

Whatever we create must be 

anchored with a foundation of 

spiritual law, as understood by 

the Elders, and Indigenous 

teachings.   

 

2. ELDER & YOUTH 

PARTICIPATION 

The Oshkopimatizeek Youth 

Mentorship Gathering at Turtle 

Lodge was very successful, with 

over 80 Youth, 7 Elders and a 

number of Youth mentors, 

teachers and parents attending.  

Many Youth came through and 

received mentoring and support from the Elders. On 

the last night participants stayed up all night, the 

longest night of the winter solstice, to pray for the 

continued success of our common vision and agreed 

upon initiatives, and for the bond between the Young 

People & the Elders to be strengthened. We greeted 

the New Sun the morning of December 22, 2011 with 

joy and gratitude. 

Elders attending included: 

Elder Peter Atkinson, Anishnabe (Midewin) 

from Rouseau River First Nation in Treaty 1 

territory 

Elder Harry Bone, Anishnabe (Giizis-inini from the 

Mikinaak Clan) from Giizhigoowining First Nation in 

Treaty 2 territory 

Elder Sherry Copenace, Anishnabe, Elk Clan, from 

Onigaming First Nation in Treaty 3 territory 

Elder Dave Courchene, Anishnabe, Eagle Clan from 

Sagkeeng First Nation in Treaty 1 territory 

Elder William Easter, Cree from Chemawawin Cree 

Nation in Treaty 5 territory 

Elder Robert Greene, Anishnabe (Midewin) from 

Shoal Lake First Nation in Treaty 3 territory 
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Elder Henry Skywater, Dakota from 

Birdtail Sioux Dakota Nation 

 

Youth attending included: 

Youth Leader Jerry Daniels, 

President of the Manitoba First 

Nations Youth Council 

Youth Leader Erica Daniels, who 

brought her Discovering Our 

Identity initiative to the Elders for 

endorsement and support 

National Aboriginal Award 2012 

Winner and Youth Leader Candace 

Sutherland, who has been 

recognized for trying to raise money 

and food for those who do not have 

much, through a run across Canada 

Youth Leaders from the Niidinawe 

Youth Organization in Winnipeg 

Youth Leaders from the Sagkeeng Anishnabe 

High School 

Youth Drum Group from Lake Manitoba and 

Sagkeeng First Nations 

Youth Leaders from the Winnipeg, Kenora, 

Portage la Prairie, Peguis and surrounding 

areas 

Elders shared teachings with the Youth.  Midewin 

Elder Peter Atkinson shared the Creation Story, a 

sacred and powerful story that has only been shared 

orally with the people, a story that he has earned the 

right to share.  Elder Atkinson also shared teachings 

about Treaty and the Clan System. 

Traditional Teacher Sherry Copenace shared 

teachings on the sacred element of Water and a 

prayer for the blessing of the Water, before all 

present had the opportunity to drink the sacred holy 

water.  Traditionally it is the women who have the 

responsibility to speak on behalf of the Water. 

Elder Harry Bone, who is a respected Elder often 

called upon by the Treaty Commissioner of Manitoba 

to speak on behalf of the Treaty, shared 

understandings on Treaty with the Youth.   
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“In order to understand who we are we 

need to understand where we came 

from.  Treaty is about awakening the 

spirit within you.  It is about our 

visions and hopes as a people.  It is 

about our history.  It is about the First 

Nations contribution to nation-

building.  When the first explorers 

came, we taught them how to survive.” 

Elder Dave Courchene spoke about the 

importance of spiritual connection. 

“In this Lodge we ask for dreams and 

visions from our ancestors that help 

bring back our memory as a people.  

The Creator gave us everything we need to 

make our dreams come true.” 

“Through the boarding school and 

colonization we paid a heavy price.  There 

were many casualties in our community.  

Young people are those amongst our people 

who statistically take their lives the most.  

When our people fall off the road the Elders 

say, “Don’t stay there too long.”  What is 

missing is that spiritual connection.  

Through ceremony we anchor ourselves in 

spirit – in the path of the heart.  We learn to 

live from the heart, speak from the heart.” 

Youth Leader Jerry Daniels had many inspiring 

words that he shared with those other Youth and Elders gathered.  He reminded all of our sacred connection 

to Nature. 

“We are related to the trees.  We can’t live 

without them.  When we breathe out, the 

tree breathes in.  When the tree breathes 

out, we breathe in.” 

Jerry also shared some of his own dreams and 

visions which the Elders helped him interpret. 

Elder Dave Courchene was presented with a gift of 

a painting of an eagle by Manitoba First Nation 

Youth Council President Jerry Daniels. The eagle 

https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=513566103
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represents love, and the painting was 

given to acknowledge Dave's love for the 

Young People. 

The Elders emphasized the importance of 

Elder mentorship of the Youth and clarified 

their role.   

“The Elders are not going to boss the 

Young People.  This is about 

supporting a relationship of 

mentorship, respect and love.  The 

Young People will fulfill the prophecy 

of the New People.  They will come 

from all races of people – the Red, 

Yellow, Black and the White.  In the 

coming year we are going to nurture the 

relationship between the Young People 

and the Elders.  We pray for the Young 

People and the Elders to work together.  

It is not meant for the Elders to tell 

young people what to do, rather to 

inspire the Young People to follow the 

original instructions the Creator gave 

each of us before we came into this 

world. ” 

Everyone attending had the opportunity to 

make prayer offerings of tobacco ties on the 

sacred tree of life.  This was done with joy 

and respect. 

“We will stay up all night the final night to support our prayers on the tree.  The tobacco always 

leads us.  It teaches us about the spirit of giving.” 

- Elder Dave Courchene 
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3. PROPOSALS DISCUSSED 

Three proposals were brought forward for discussion and support by Youth and Elders. 

a. DISCOVERING OUR IDENTITY INITIATIVE (Proposed by Youth Leader Erica Daniels) 

There was unanimous support and endorsement given by Elders and everyone for the Discovering Our 

Identity Initiative by Youth Leader Erica Daniels.  Erica shared her dream to bring Elders and Youth 

together once a week for a drop-in program in Winnipeg to learn First Nation cultural teachings.  Details of the 

proposal in Erica’s words are encapsulated here: 

Discovering Our Identity 
By Erica Daniels 

 
When I look around our First Nations Community, I am Proud, but also very 

concerned. It is not only my concern, but also a huge concern to our Elders.  

What we have been seeing over many years is a loss of culture, traditions, 

and identity of our Young people. These reasons take us back to history.  

I look around and see so many of our Young people struggling with drugs, 

alcohol, and violence. Many people discriminate against us for these actions 

but never take the time to understand why we struggle with these problems - 

It is because our people have lost their Identity! 

Being around the Elders, hearing their teachings, their stories, and their 

knowledge and experiences, I have learned so much that has helped and 

saved me in my path of life. I don’t want to see our culture disappear or be 

lost. I keep hearing people say - “Our youth are our future.” And we are, but 

we will never be satisfied with ourselves as a people until we know where we 

have come from.  

People need to start taking action to save our identity! 

My vision is to start a Youth drop-in program where we strictly focus on restoring our culture and traditions.  

It can run once a week, having a variety of Elders come in and teach the youth: 

 7 teachings 
 Who they are and where they come 

from 
 Proper ways to make offerings 
 How to use the medicines 
 Women’s and Men’s teachings 
 About the Grandmothers and 

Grandfathers  
 Understanding of the sweat lodge – 

Field Trips 
 Rites of Passage for Women and Men 
 Knowledge of the Drum 
 How to make a Drum  

 Women – The power of the skirt  
 Women – How to make a traditional 

Skirt 
 What is a Bundle and the importance of 

having one 
 Knowledge of the Pipe and what it 

means to our people 
 Knowledge of the Sun Dance 

Ceremonies 
 Knowledge and field trips to the Sacred 

Site Manito Api. 
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We will have a different Elder/Speaker 

each week sharing their knowledge.  

The Youth will choose what they want to 

learn most about in their 

culture/traditions, and the guest Elders 

will be invited based upon the knowledge 

they carry.  This initiative will begin in 

and be completely connected to 

ceremony.  

Many of our Youth are lost and are 

craving to know who they are and where 

they come from, this will be the first step 

to recovery.   

Publicly announcing this initiative 

through social media is the key to 

grabbing the attention of the Youth. 

FOR MORE INFORMATION OR TO SUPPORT ERICA email turtlelodge@mts.net. 

Erica is planning on running her initiative out of the Broadway Neighbourhood Centre in Winnipeg.  We 

encourage Elders, Youth and anyone who wants to help her to let us know so she can get the ball rolling!   

At the Oshkopimatizeek Youth Mentorship Gathering Erica was invited by Elder Harry Bone to attend the next 

meeting of the Elder’s Council at the Treaty Relations Commission of Manitoba, to propose her initiative to 

Elders there, and propose receiving some funding support to bring Elders in to help with sharing teachings. 

“She deserves all the support we can offer.   

She has taken the initiative that 

shows the young people want to 

learn.” 

- Elder Dave Courchene 

 

b. SUPPORTING THE SPIRIT OF 

LIFE INITIATIVE 

 

On October 20 and 21, 2011, members of 

the Manitoba First Nations Youth Council 

and Elders Council  met in a historic 

gathering at the Assembly of Manitoba 

Chiefs in Winnipeg, Manitoba and 

discussed the urgency of the survival of a 
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way of life.  Out of the gathering 

consensus was reached among the 

Young people and the Elders that this 

message be shared with the people.  

The following message was brought to 

the Oshkopimatizeek Youth Mentorship 

Gathering by Jerry Daniels, President of 

the Manitoba First Nations for support, 

endorsement and further discussion: 

 

In the discussions that were held, 

one of the most respected Elders in 

Manitoba, Elder Don Daniels, 

shared a vision of a sickness that is 

coming.  He made public the 

natural medicine that will help us 

build our strength and prevent this 

illness, one that can be picked here 

on the land.  He also shared the 

medicine for sugar diabetes.  Our 

strength as a people has always 

been our sacred relationship with 

the Creator and the land.  Once 

again we are being given medicines 

that will help us. 

 

We have been affected by colonization 

which has disconnected us from our way 

of life.  Yet we as First Nations people 

have an inherent right and responsibility to protect all that Creator gave us to live a life of abundance 

and well-being.   

 

We can no longer deny our children and 

grandchildren their spirituality.  This is 

about a return back to a simple, natural 

way of life.  This shared message is an 

offer of hope for the survival of our culture 

and our people.  The preservation of who 

we are as First Nations people is important 

for all of us, and will prove to be important 

to all of humanity. 

 

It is our vision for us to work together to 

make strong leaders in all our communities 
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– to support the Spirit of Life through the 

sharing of teachings and the natural ways that 

were given to us.   

 

As a people we have been given a very 

beautiful way of life.  We have everything we 

need in order to have a good life.  It will be our 

faith and belief in our way of life that will help 

and strengthen all of us. 

After discussion among Youth and Elders, there 

was an agreement reached with the Young 

People to go ahead sharing the dream of Elder 

Don Daniels.  Discussion about going into 

different communities to share this message 

following traditional cultural protocols was held.  Details now have to be worked out. 

 

c. INDIGENOUS CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT 

INITIATIVE 

There was a lot of discussion about the importance of hearing 

and sharing ancient Indigenous knowledge, carried by the 

Elders.  There was a consensus reached that the stories carried 

by the Elders need to be shared.  Many spoke about the 

urgency 

that these 

stories, 

that 

reflect the ancient Indigenous knowledge, be shared 

while the Elders are carrying them are still alive.  Some 

spoke about a reticence in the past to share ancient 

Indigenous knowledge, for the sake of its protection, 

and also because of fears introduced through the 

residential school experience.  While the practice of not 

sharing the knowledge is respected, it was agreed upon 

by the Elders and Youth present at this gathering that 

the Youth need to hear the teachings and learn more about the ceremonies and traditions, in order to live a 

balanced life and bring forward the Indigenous perspective that can help all peoples of the world return to 

sacredness. 

There have been some Anishnabe, Dakota and Cree Elders working together for some months now inside the 

Turtle Lodge, to develop a curriculum of knowledge that they believe is important for the young people to 

learn in order to live a balanced life.  The working title of this curriculum is Journey of the Spirit of the Red 

Man.  These Elders who have been involved were present at the Oshkopimatizeek Youth Mentorship 

Gathering.  They invited two youth, Jerry Daniels, President of the Manitoba First Nations Youth Council, and 
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Erica Daniels, who brought her own 

proposal to the gathering for the 

Elders’ endorsement and support, to 

join their committee to continue to 

develop this curriculum, and to join 

the Elders in their future curriculum 

development meetings. 

“We must tell our own story.” 

- Elder Dave 

Courchene 

“History has not been good to 

us.  It is only us who can tell the 

story of our own people.” 

- Elder Harry Bone 
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4. WINTER SOLSTICE 

CEREMONY 

Traditionally Indigenous 

people have always gone into 

ceremony to celebrate what 

is considered the longest 

night – the Winter Solstice.  

It has always been a time 

when we have given of 

ourselves spiritually and 

prepared to greet the New 

Sun, with intentions of living 

vision that is anchored to 

Spirit – Vision that has a 

spiritual foundation. 

When we greet the New Sun 

it is in acknowledgement of our commitment to 

support the New Life. 

The final night of the gathering was the most 

important and significant one spiritually.  Participants 

were called upon to stay up all night to give of 

themselves to pray for the success of the agreed 

upon initiatives, to pray for the important developing 

relationship between the Elders and the Youth to be 

strengthened. 

“This Turtle Lodge belongs to the people.  

There is a Sacred Fire outside where we make 

our offerings as we celebrate the Winter 

Solstice.  These three longest nights of the year 

offer us an opportunity to think about the 

things we want to do in the coming year.” 

“We celebrate the birth of the Sun – the 

clearest symbol that there is a Creator.  Our 

people always recognized Nature and the 

elements that came from Nature.  These 

elements help us find balance in life.  When the 

Sun comes up, the New Sun is coming to take 

us out of the darkness.” 

Each person staying in the Turtle Lodge the final 

night of Winter Solstice lit a candle to honour those 

who have kept the Red People’s way of life alive 
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despite so many challenges faced 

and to symbolize carrying the light 

of our teachings and way of life into 

the dark world we live in.   

“We have remained faithful to 

our way of life that the Creator 

gave us.  We honour our 

relatives who have endured 

those challenges to destroy us.  

They kept us alive.  We accept 

that we will continue to carry 

the torch to carry the light that 

brings teachings to our people.  

We light these candles to bring 

light into a dark world that we 

are living in.  It is the teachings 

and the Spirit that guides us 

through these times.  The light represents the light of the Spirit.” 

- Elder Dave Courchene
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